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New York Law School Institutes
Advance In Legal Education

Queens District Attorney Thomas Mackell (right) addressed about
one hundred New York Law School Students earlier this month
on the relationship between the Police and the Supreme Cowt.
Chief Assistant District Attorney Frederick Ludwig (left) also
spoke.

District Attorney Urges
Police And Supreme Court
'
To Unite On Major Issue
Queens

District Attorney Thomas

J. Mackell, addressing the

student body of New York. Law School on March 5.1970. proposed

that the Supreme Court of the United States and the police of the
nation get together on the question of reasonable searches and
seizures, Otherwise laws against violent c·rime and narcotics
cannot be enforced,
"The major threat to the quality of ate in America today," saitl
District Attorney Mackell "is violent crime. Narcotics and weapons
are the implements of this crime. Search and seizure is indispensibly necessary for prosecution ofviolentcrime. The law - of search
and seizure is the wasteland of
American criminal justice. Police and Court must get together
if American life as we once knew
it, can be revived and made tc
survive. The police mJstrapidly
realize that theirauthorityshould
rest on the broad basis of the
consent and active cooperation of
all law abiding people. A policeBY CHARLES LAVINE
man must accept the reality that
he is only a person paid to
On February 2, thirteen mem- perform as a matter of duty acts
bers of the Black Panther Party which if he were so minded he
for Self Defense were brought might perform voluntarily as an
into court in New York for a
ordinary citizen. Every policepre-trial hearing on charges of man should have pasted in his
conspiring to dynamite Macy's hat and written in his memoranand four other stores, the New dum book the 54 words of the
York Botanical Garden, tracks
Fourth Amendment that begins,
belonging to the New Haven Rail- 'The right of the people to be
road and four New York City secure in their persons, houses ,
police stations. They are also papers, and effects. against uncharged with attempted murder reasonable searches and seiand attempted arson. The hear- zures, shall not be violated.'
ing's purpose is to decide upon No police department in the
motions made by the defense nation, as a matter of law, should
to suppress as evidence guns tolerate any second violation of
and ammunition seized at the this fundamental right by any
homes of the defendants at the officer.''
time of their arrests.
Il.strict Attorney Mackell reArrested on April 2, 1969, viewed changing decisions in the
all but one of the defendants past generation by the Supreme
has spent the last eleven mon- Court on what constib.ltes a
ths jailed under bond of $100, reasonable search. Said Dis000, apiece.
Gerald Lefcourt, trict Attorney Mackell:
one of the lawyers for the de"In 43 years . after reading
fense~ has appealed to thirty- voluminous
briefs of counsel,
five different judges in a vain consulting shelves of law reports
attempt to have their bail re- hearing hours of oral argument
duced.
and after months of deliberative
Since the hearing began, the reflection, the SupremeCourthas
proceedings have been marked changed its mind five times on
by outbursts on the part of the the permissible limits of a wardefendants and the spectators as rantless search incidental to a
well.
ln all, Supreme Court lawful arrest. The policeman
justice john M. Murtagh has ci- must make his decision and do so
ted three spectators for cont- in seconds: whether to abandon
empt as a result of such c on- incriminating evidence at the
duct. 1\vo of them were sen- scene of an arrest and seek a
tenced to thirty days in jail, magistrate at the courthouse. or
while the third, a worker for to seize the contraband before
Newsweek m~gazine was ex- it disappears.''

Blacl Pantfler

Pre-Trial Hearing

Convenes

CONTINUED ON PAGE EIGHT

CONTINUED ON PAGE FOUR

An advance in legal education, a program in the Administration of Criminal justice, has been introduced
at New York uw School commencing this Spring 1970. semester. For the first time in such a program ,
students in one law school are gaining actual courtroom experience, and perform other functions, with
all of the District Attorneys in New York City and the New York State Attorney General.
Professor joseph H. Koffler of New York Law School is director of the program, which was originated
and developed by him with the guidance of judge Charles W. Froessel when he was serving as Acting
Dean. The program includes a
weekly two hour class in the
' the Litigation Bureau.
Administration
of
Criminal
There is close supervision of
justice in addition to field work
the studen;s' field work, frequeat
by the students with the five
conferences
occur - between
District
Attorneys and the
students and faculty members,
Attorney General. 1\venty-five
and close liaison is maintained
second year students are enrolled
between faculty members and the
. in the program.
·
attorneys who are directing the
ln future semesters new groups
field work.
of
twenty-five to thirty-five
ln the weekly class sessions, in
students will be enrolled in the
addition to the regular instructio~
program. Professor Koffler is
the students have the benefit of
assisted by Professor john R.
periodic appearances by outDugan, also a member of the New
standing experts in the field of
York Law School faculty. The
criminal law, who discuss the
first two years of the program
problems and functioning of
are funded by the Council on Legal
criminal justice as related to
Education for Professional Rethe particular areas of activity
sponsibility and New York uw
PROFESSOR KOFFLER
in which they are engaged.
School.
It is expected that this program
Il.strict
Attorney
In this program students assist Assistant
in the actual courtroom setting, Norman j. Rosen; New York, will become a model for similar
as well as performing other Il.strict Attorney Frank s. Hogan programs throughout the state and
services, and they experience and and Assistant District Attorney nation, and thereby serve as a
learn the techniques and practices Melvin Glass, Chief of the Crim- springboard for a significant
involved in criminal litigation, inal Court Bureau; Queens,~ Dis- advance in legal education in a
and gain an insight into the trict Attorney Thomas j.Mackell field which is today relatively
District untouched, and at the same time
: ....;.::tioPs .Y•rformerl b!' govern- and Chief Assistt.nt
rrental attorneys. all of which Attorney Frederick J. Ludwig; of immense importance. In the
legal educators agree have been Richmond, District Attorney John process, law schools will be able
lacking in the traditional law M. Braisted Jr.
ln the New to take part in an increasingly
York State Attorney General's significant manner in rendering
school curriculum.
Dean Walter A. Rafalko of New office1 it is under the direction a public service in assisting the
York uw School pointed out that of Attorney General Louis j. heavily burdened agencies which
the students peJ;'form important Lefkowitz and Assistant Attorney are charged with the administraservices for the public in General Philip Kahaner. Chief of tion of criminal justice.
rendering assistance in these
vital areas of criminal justice1
and concurrently acquire valuable
clinical legal experience.
The field work of the students
in this program is under the
direction of the following in the
District
Attorneys'
offices:
of
natural,
Bronx. District Attorney Burton
Will the world ever be free of interdependence
B. Roberts and Assistant Dis- wars? Can world conditions and physical and human resources
trict Attorney L. jeffrey Wein- =vents be guided by global network on the global scale. Perceived
gard; Kings 1 District Attorney planning rather than by local as a game, each 'player' learns
Eugene Gold and Executive political decisions? Can world to integrate his own experiences
resources support the human and research with those of
family today and in the year others
2000 when the population is
"Sb.ldents undertake extensive
expected to double?
Dr. Val Winsey, associate pro- research into world trends1
fessor of anthropology and soci- energy sources and other inforology at Pace College,New York. mation. These will be visually
has organized a course of study presented on huge world maps
at the College which probes into with acetate overlays to create
At its' coming Spring Dinnerthese serious world questions and a comprehensive inventory of
tBnce, O.Vight Inn will inaugurate other world problems by way of Planet Earth. This enables the
a special award in memory of a an unusual game -- lliE WORLD 'player' to plan moves or
deceased brother. lra Stone, GAME.
'scenarios' with maximum infor>Class of 1970. This award will
mation to guide his decisions.
be in addition to the ones given
"Participants grow in their total
The Pace course is called,
to those brothers who have rend- "Dynamics of Change" and is range of knowledge. and in their
ered outstanding service to the based on the "World Game" comprehension of how all areas
fraternity.
concept of R. Buckminster Fuller, of knowledge are interrelated.
architect The course is, indeed1 an orThe presentation of the award world - renowned
will be made to the fa culty pro- humanitarian and Distinguished ganized way to deal with large
fessor or instructor who has been University P~ofessor at Southern problems."
Professor
selected by a special committee lllinois University.
as the year's most noteworthy Fuller is now involved insettingThe onel Worl!l Game requirefaculty member This committee up a $16-million computerized ment is that students presume
is under the direction of Bruce World Game on the Southern that national politics, boundaries,
lllinois earn pus.
Gaeta.
and borders no longer exist.
Pace is the first college to
Recommendations by the brothMore than 25 students are
ers will be submitted to the com- offer the World Game course on enrolled in Dr. Winsey's course.
mittee for review and selection. the undergraduate levelanywhere One room has been set aside
The purpose of the award. which in the United States
for The World Game in the
Dr. Winsey, who studied under College's 150 Nassau Street
will become an annual presentation, is to honor those talented Mr. Fuller when he gave the building. Dymaxian world maps
and motivated individuals on the first World Game in the summer cover one wall. Ace1ate map
faculty whose outstanding per- of 1969 in Greenwich VIllage, overla.ys for projections. ·a huge
formance during the year has New York, describes the "World inflated plastic globe, atlases and
made them deserving of parti- Game at Pace College" this way: other equipment are included in
"Pace sb.ldents explore
the the classroom.
cular recognition.

"World Game" Course At PCNY
Attacks International Proble s

Dwight Inn Inaugurates
Award Honoring
Professor Of The Year
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letters To The Editor
EQUITAS Invites Its readers to write "Letters to the Editor" on any toplo relevant to thll New York Law 5ohool
lliOfl'lmunlty. Thl ttght to edit letters to conform to spaoe requirements 11 reserved by Equltas. If one wishes to
remeln '-nonymocl'- he should sign the letter and then Indicate that he wishes the letter to IHI published anony ·
mously. Letters should IHI sent either to the Editor of EQUITAS, New Ybrk LawSohool, N.Y.C., N.Y. 10013,
or deposited In tile EQUITAS maUbox on the main floor of the law school building.

TO TiiE EDITOR:
Excellence in studies at law
school is a potent factor in the
advancement of a lawyer's career. with a single exception - it
may play only a minor role in
his selection for a judgeship,
which is politically controlled.
Candidates for the judiciary are
almost invariably first proposed
by political district leaders or
by state ornationalpoliticalparty
organizations. On the other hand,
in judicial selection inother countries - noticeably ltaly - both
appointment and promotion within
the judicial system is only on the
basis of merit as determined by
examination, And even when the
President of ltaly attempts to
'advise' on the appointment of a
justice to ltaly's supreme court
(Corte di Cassazione) there is
a public protest and outcry. 'That
system has been effective, at
least in the area of criminal
justice, • 'wliile under· our district leader system of judicial
selection, the American crime
rate is increasing at an alarming rate.
Under French and ltalian law,
entry into the judiciary is based
on competitive examination. ln
the United States candidates for
judicial office are first proposed
by political district leaders, to
be confirmed by official nominations and elections by voters
who, as a rule, have never seen
the candidates, nor have ever
heard of them. Sit it must not
be asswned that district leaders
are not knowledgeable. Some
of them may be in the professions, and others are perfectly
respectable bar owners and undertakers.
Of course, if the
candidates "oluntarily' contribute four or five figures to the
political club, all the better.
Reforms in the American system of ju(licial selection have
frequently been advanced. but
none of these have fully elimiDated the political leader in the
selection.
Probably the most
discussed reform adopted in Missouri and once backed by the
American Bar AssociatioJY is
the proposed temporary selection of a judge by a governor,

followed b1 a permanent confirmation by the voters, &It when
it is considered that the governor himself is at the mercy of
political leaders for re-election.
selection by him becomes just
a disguised method of proposing
by a political leader as heretofore. Bar Association recommendations of judicial candidates
to governors and mayors have
also helped, but bar associations
are in effect controlled by individuals who could, conceivably,
be induced to make unwise recommendations, which may be
followed by heads of local governments.
Federal judges in the United
States are appointed by the President for life terms; the Presidential judgment bas, however,
been known to be influenced by
the glowing recommendations of
the political leaders of the judicial noninee's home state. jud-o
ges of the Italian supreme court
are also appointed for life terms,
.and are, therefore, not likely to
be influenced in their decisions
by the pressure of failure to be
reappointed at regular intervals .
However, in the United States,
judges of state courts are often
subjected to the constant political pressure of failure of reappointment after their terms
expire.
Bodies of law students throughout the country can set themselves on record against the political selection of judges and in
favor of their selection, as in
Italy, on the basis of competitive examination whereby every
graduate could have an equal
opportunity for the judiciary. This
would require amending the local
city charters as to municipal
judges, and amending state constitutions as to state judges .. An
Act of Congress could provide
that nomination of Federal judges
be based on an examination, such
examination making provisions
for cultural, civic, sociological
achievement and traits of character and demeanor. Failure
of the President to sign or uphold such an act would then
require a Constitutional amend-ment to effectuate such a change.
It is urged that the New York

POLL FOR JUSTICE
Why Not
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
FOR EVERY N.Y. L. S. GRADUATE
TO BECOME A JUDGE
SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF SCHOLARSHIP,
CHARACTER AND JUDICIAL CAPACITY
Shall we replace the system of judicial selection by district
leader or governor with high scholarship in the Law, Gov·
ernment and Social Problems Studies? . . IT CAN BE
DONE, AND IT HAS BEEN DONE IN ITALY, where
even the President rarely interferes in judicial selection.
In the U. S. the president appoints all federal judges on
recommendation of political leaders, and the same general
system holds for state and local judiciary. Result? . . Are
YOU satisfied with all our judges and judicial nominees?
ReM! "Justice . or Politics" and mail poll to National Committee

on Equ.l Opportunity For The Judiciary, G.P.O. Box 115, New
York, New York, 1 0001
POLL
(Cut out poll form and mail to above address)

Law School student body asswne
national leadership in the proposed reforms in judicial selection.
CA.Ir ultimate survival
as a nation may. in the last
analysis, be dependent upon true
justice, and the efforts of student
organizations
In this reg!l'rd
should bring rich re\t.'ards.
Nationai Committee On
Equal Opportunity For
The judiciary
Editor's note: The writer of the
letter is a former President of the
Student Council of the New York
Law School.

To the Editor:
Charles Adler's report. 'My
Lai, Vietnam', in your most recent issue was a superb contribution to your fledgling publication. It is work of this type
which will enhance Equitas and
allow it to realize its potential
as a voice of the future legal
profession
Mr. Adler capably brought
home one of the thoughts our
ubiquitous mentor, Clarence !Arrow. put to a jury in 1924:
OWe read of killing one-hundred thousand men in a day. We
read about it. and we rejoiced in
it - it was the other fellows who
were killed. We were fed on
flesh and drank blood .. . These
boys (Leopold and Loeb) were
brought up in it. The tales of
death were in their homes, their
playgrounds, their schools; they
were in the newspapers that they
read; it was part Qf the common
frenzy. What was a life? It was
nothing. It was the least sacred
thing in existence, and theseboys
were trained to this cruelty.'
One thing that all intelligent
men agree upon is that crime, together with all other things, bas
its causes. We know that crime
in this country rose dramatically
after the Civil War. We saw
crime ravage the .Ellropean continent after both World Wars;
we ourselves experienced a rebirth of voilence with the close of
each, Now we train people all
over the world in weaponry and
blood-letting, and yet we shiver
and shake our heads when an
ex-G.L goes berserk or a Black
Panther is found with an arms
cache.
War breeds children of destruction. If our governmentmust
destroy something let it destroy
its own breeding ground. Stop

the "War Machine' --the life you
save may be your own.
I hope to see more progressive
editorializing on the real legal
problems confronting ourprofession, a profession which has , by
its inherent traditionalism, remained too conservative for its
own safety in a time of liberal
enlightenment .
(Name withheld upon request)
Freshman lll.y Student

TO TiiE EDITOR:
I graduated from New York
Law School in 1916.
I recently read with pleasure
and admiration the article in
the LAw School publication on
the subject of Vietna~. I think
it is one of the most thoughtful
and well expressed reflections
on that situation and on the conduct of the Administration which
has ever come to my attention.

'This war, from its inception,
has been a disgusting and degrading experience and the performance of our government in
the use of misleading propaganda
and brainwashing tactics represents a course which we have
always condemned when made
use of by others.
The handling of incidents such
as Pearl Harbor by President
Roosevelt - the Bay of Pigs by
President Kennedy, the B-2 excursion over Russia by President Eisenhower, the Pueblo in
Korea by President johnson and
now the situationinl..aosby President Nixon has created a credibility gap in the minds of thinking
people which will be hard to overcome.
We are at opposite ends of a
career of the> practice of law.
I wish you success not only in
that career but in your efforts
for true public service.
Sincerely,
Walter H. Young,
Young, Sea cord & Young
New Rochelle N Y.

FROM THE EDITOR - - - - - - - - . ,

law Forum

BY ANTHONY A. LENZA
As Editor of the Forum, I am pleased to continue a recently established policy of apprising the student body of just what is "happening" in the review. With this policy in mind, it is beheved that the
Forum's work will become more relevant to the students.
First in regard to the recent issues, the School will be proud to
learn that the Federal Securities Symposium is already being considered as one of the most sought after works in its field. Professor
Robert W. Hamilton's article has already been reprinted in the New
York LAw journal. The articles
by Donald E. SchwartzandHarold dents and deserves comment
S. Bloomenthal will be reprinted here.
in Corporate Practice CommenThe Forum bas been conducting
tator. The Bloomenthal article a continuing search for the best
will aln be used to supplement method of selecting new memlectures being delivered by As- bers. Law reviews follow one
sistant Professor Glen W. Clark or the other, or a mixture of two
at Denver LAw College.
accepted methods. The oldest
The next two issues will be method which the Forum adhered
general in nature covering such to until quite recently is to invite
divergent topics as the right of only the top students. These stufree speech and the problem of dents would receive a week or so
the hostile audience~ product en- of orientation and then they would
dorser liability, the· Revised Un- be assigned a case upon which to
iform Adoption Act, preventive write a comment. When the comdetention, military law, rights in ment is in publishable form, asthe continental shelf and inter- suming the candidate met the
nationallaw . Of course there will standards of competency andattialso be student mateii.al,
mde, the candidate would be inSecondly, there are traditonally stalled as a staff member with
two important matters pending his name appearing on the mastbefore the editorial board at this head. However, this s ystem left
time of theyear. Firstthepresent much to be desired in that it beboard will select a new editorial came apparent that the highest
board which will guide the review student scholastically was not
for the next year. 'This selection always the m ost m otivated when
will take place late in March1 it came to ~ac rificing the many
although the new board will not hours necessary to produce a fine
assume c ommand of the review review. Consequently, many reuntil April. Thereafter new cancl!- views e mbarked on a new policy
dates will be selected for staff of selecting their staff. They
positions The latter will direct- decided to have open competitions
ly affect the first year day stu- setting only a minimwn grade
'fii"'"""""'W"'MW"'MNWMNW"'MW"'MW"'MNWM~ average for qualifying in the c om.:~
petition. Through this method the
reviews were able to select the
best of the many competitors.
The Forum being aware of these
developments bas charted a
course it hopes will capture the
best of both systems. The Forum
will invite approximately the top
thirty day students on the basis
of their first semester record.
These candidates will enter into
a cgmpetition for the staff positions open at this time. Different
from other years. the candidate
program will be directed by the
second year members of the r eview. 'This change is for the better
because experience has shown
that it is preferable to have the
new staff and the new board
relate to each other in their
new capacities as soon as pos sible.

STARK'S
CHOP HOUSE

323 Broadway off Worth Street

Bar
Imported Beers

Name:
Address:
Telephone No.:
believe in the selection of judges on basis
of examination as in Italy and France.
believe in the selection of judges by political leaders and subsequent election.
believe in appointment of judges by the
President.
believe in appointment of judges by governors and subsequent election.
believe in appointment of city judges by
the Mayor.
believe in selection of judges by the Bar
Associations.

Yes

No

Di11er Served U1tll

AWord Of Thanks

8:00 P.M.

The Editors of EQUlTAS wish
to take this oppormni ty to thank
Dean Rafalko and the Smdent
Bar As sociation for their efforts
in terms of the current Faculty
We
Evaluation Questionnaire.
believe this step reflects the
needed cooperation and action on
the part of both the administration and students for the imProvement of New York Law
School.

¢
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Dwight Inn Has Busy Fall And Winter Season
Members Attend Dinner Of
Phi Delta Phi Association
On February 18. 1970, brothers
...enny Podjednic, William Polignani
Anthony
Riggio, Alan
Schnurman and Kenneth Zebrowsld attended the February Dinner
meeting of the Phi Delta Phi Association of the City of New York.
The meeting was held at the
Williams Club l 24 East 39th
Street New York City.
'The Phi Oelta Phi Association

Night Division
Shows Renewed
Vitality
BY ALEXANDER SELKIRK
The evening section of D.vight
Inn is undergoing a resurgence
to put renewed vigor into its
activities. A group of fourthyear students headed by Alexander Selldrk 1 with active support
from their day-time counterpa~
is presently focusing its effort:s
toward achieving its goals of
expanding its membership among
evening students and extending
the benefits of fraternity membership to them.
This new program is the result
of a joint effort by the Executive
Board of D.vight Inn and those
evening brothers anxious to
broaden their legal education by
participating in the fraternity~
This effort began subsequent to
the election of officers last May,
when the candidates recognized
the need for greater interest by
all members . Since then, there
has been a concerted drive by
evening brothers to cooperate
fully in promoting the ideals of
the fraternity.
.
Meetings of the evening members have been held to discuss
ideas and proposals of the day
meetings. These same brothers
are now seeking new members
among the first and second year
evening. classes.

is the practicing lawyers division of the fraternity. It is quite
active and its members include
many of the more noted members
of the New York Bar.
In addition to its other activities,
the Association holds monthly
dinner meetings at W-hich noted
speakers discuss current legal
topics. The topic of the February
meeting was "Current Trends
in Criminal Law," One of the
speakers was Suffolk County Assistant District Attorney Harry
O;Brien. Mr. O'Brien gave an
excellent and informative talk on
the practicalities of a defense
lawyer's dealings with a prosecutor.
These meetings are most enjoyable and informative and are
open to any interested student
who would like to attend, as
long as they are accompanied
by a brother from D.vight Inn. The
cost is only $3.00 per person, and
it includes dinner and cocktails,
Anyone wishing to attend one of
the monthly meetings in the future
should contact Kenneth Zebrowski
or William Polignani of D.vight
Inn.

"If the world learned from
history, how different both
would be."

..............

Top. Participating in the Initiation Ceremony were (1. to r.)
Anthony Capetola, Kenneth Zebrowski, Dick Kane, Dean Walter
A. Rafalko, Professor Franklyn Setaro and William Polignani.
Bottom. Newly initiated brothers of the Fall, '69 Pledge Program: (1. to r.) standing; Frank Nicolai, Vincent Taronto, Lester
Marks and Gary Mohr; Seated are Richard Runes, Clay Knowles,
Rolatld Berlingo and Lenny : Pojednic.
Not shown are Roy
Rudd and Andrew Julien.

The annual Spring Di.nner-Omce
of Phi Delta Phi. D.vight Inn,
will be held on Saturday, April
25 . 1970 at the Governor's Island Commissioned Officer's
Club, Governor's Island, New
York. The pre-dinner cocktail
hour will start at 7:00p.m , , to
be followed by a filet mignon
dinner.
The festivities will include a
talk by a noted guest speaker.
dancing to a live band and the
presentation of awards including the newly initiated "Professor
of the Year" award.
The donation is $25.00 a couple.
The Governor's Island ferry terminal is located in lower Manhattan, adjacent to the Staten Island ferry terminal. It may be
reached by either the East Side
or West Side Highway. Directions
and maps will be distributed with
the invitations
For further information please
contact:
Frank Nicolai
(Illy Students)
212-825-1237
Alan Schnurman (Illy Students)'
212-874-1035
Alexander Selkirk (Evening Students) 212-454-7055

DWIGHT INN
OF

PHI DELTA PHI
INTERNATIONAL LEGAL FRATERNITY

ANNOUNCES

THE ANNUAL
SPRING DINNER • DANCE

FalllnitiaUon :
Spring Pledge
Program Under Way
On December 19, 1969 1 D.vight
Inn formally initiated its pledge
class of the Fall, 1969 program,
In a solemn secret ceremony
held at the school. the following
pledges were made brothers of
the fraternity: Roland Berlingo,
Andrew Jackson Julien, Clay
'Knowles , Lester Marks, Joseph
Gary Mohr. Frank Nicolai.1_Lenny
Pojednic , Roy Rudd, J:Uchard
Runes and Vincent Taronto.
Participating in the ceremony
were Dean Walter A. Rafalko1
Professor Franklyn Setaro and
Dick Kane, who is President of
the Phi Delta Phi Association of
the City of New York and President of Province I of the International Fraternity of PhiDelta Phi. Mr Kane is also an
associate of the law firm of
Bushby,
Dewey,
Ballantine.
Palmer & Wood. (see photo above)
Following the ceremony, the
brotherhood and its guests held
a welcome party at Stark's Chop
House in honor of the new brothers.
At the present time the fraternity is maldng plans to begin its
Spring Pledge Program. On
March 12 1 1970, the brotherhood
held a Smoker at Stark's Chop
House to introduce first-years tudents to Phi Delta Phi, D.vight
Inn.
The turnout prompted the President of D.vight Inn, Kenneth Zebrowski . to say, "This largeturnout has encouraged the fraternity.
We hope that a good number of
students decide to join."

Annual Spring
Dinner Dance

Honoring: HProfessor Of The Year"
DATE: SATURDAY I APRIL 25, 1970, 7:00 p.M.
PLACE: GOVERNOR'S ISLAND COMMISSIONED OFFICER'S CLUB
Governor's Island, New · York
DONATION: $25.00 A COUPLE
RESERVATIONS MAY BE MADE BY SENDING CHECK OR MONEY
ORDER; PAYABLE TO PHI DELTA PHI DWIGHT INN, TO PHI DELTA,
NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL, 57 WORTH STREET, NEW YORK, NEW
YORK 10013

,----------------(Cut Along Dotted line)
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1

ADVERTISING CONTRACT BLANK

(Attach Ad To Contract)

Y OJ are hereby authorized 'to insert my advertisement in the Journal
for the Phi Delta Phi Annual Spring Dinner-Dance to be held April 25,
1970, at the Commissioned Officer's Club,
Governor's Island, New ll)'.E!..E!.~.!I
:ork. Space to occupy ___ Page, for which I agree to pay $____
Back Cover
10
advance.
Inside Cover

RATES

Name of Advertiser----------------------------------

Amount Paid

---------------

Cost

$50.00
$50.00
$40.00
$30.00
$15.00
$10.00
$ 5.00
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FROM THE ASSOCIATE EDITOR---

EDITORIALS

BAR-LINE

~~""'""'VVIWM"ft~""'""'""INIM~""'""'""INIM""""'""'WINIM""""'WVVIWMI'I ' - - - - - - - - - - - BY WILLIAM PAUL NO LAN
When Joel Slomsky, our Editor-in-Chief. asked me to pinch rut
for him and do a column on my reflections over the past year1 I
gladly and quite quickly accepted. My next thought in the "deductive"
process was "but what first year student has the time to reflect!'
except of course on such concepts as "foreseeability in terms of
duty owed" or "the rights of accord under due process ."
For a second time, the Senate is
it
is
not
this
insensitivity
However,
Looking way back to last
being called upon to confirm a nominon civil rights issues that makes Judge September, I had the usual case istration. Any third year man
ation to the Supreme Court to fill the
Carswell unfit to assume a seat on the of freshman trepidations con- or alumnus will tell us of the
cerning: my fellow classmates, many changes that have been
vacancy left by the resignation of JusSupreme Court.
It is rather Judge the workload, my grades and what effected since their early days
tice Fortas.
Originally, G. Harrold
Carswell's mediocrity and the stagna- type of animal was a law fiere. Students have become a
After taking the first force in the school but this isn't
tion of his mind that make him un- · professor.
Carswell, President Nixon's nominee,
semester prescribed cure, !found enough if we hope to end this
acceptable. He has said that he would it worked. There was no per- difference of opinion among oura distinguished
appeared to be
rather uphold "bad law" than change ceptible difference in the students selves. It is necessary for each
Federal judge. who fulfilled the Presfrom any of the other institutions of us to do his part by particiident's desire to placate his Southern
it. In 1961, Judge Carswell denied a I had attendedexceptfora greater pating in various organizations
constituents. However, the recent Sendefendent the right to counsel and he interest in the subject matter. and committees open to us.
The work load was tolerable. My
Participation and-concern in a
was immediately reversed on appeal. grades were good. The professors school
ate hearings and newspaper articles
of this size is especially
Yet four years later, Judge Carswell although quite diverse in their own welcome and is the self-serving
have significantly changed his original
methods were inter• vehicle of any future necessary
repeated his actions with the same particular
appearance.
ested and capable. Nevertheless. changes.
result. This is a man so steeped in there seemed tobeacloudlurking
Judge Carswell's views on civil rights
precedent that he is afraid to examine on the horizon. An amorphous
have been under attack since it was
quality permeating the student
the issues placed before him in the body which has caused a
· revealed at the Senate hearings that in
dichotomy among us. Ononeside
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
light of the twentieth century.
1948 he made a political speech advothere seems tobethosewhoinsist
Lll.strlct Attorney Mackell sun:·
intent
to
apPresident
Nixon
seems
on panning the school, theadmin- marized the role of the Supreme
cating white supremacy. He has been
point a Southerner to the Supreme istra tion and our own future Court thus:
further criticized for helping organize
as graduates of NYLS,
"For its part, the Court ought
Court.
This is his prerogative and chances
an all white· booster club for Florida
Then there are those who seem to resign as Police Commissioner
there are many emminen tly qualified intent on improving the school. and resume its historic role as
State Univ. in 1953 and for· preparing
In the midst of this are the first champion of the Bill of Rights.
Southerners from whom the President year
a lease that would turn a public golf
students who must sift In performing this judicial funcPerhaps the greatest through the rhetoric and make tion,
could choose.
course into a private segregated country
the Court should abandon
own value judgments.
those shortcuts andcompromises
tragedy of the whole situation is that their
club, thus preventing the course from
I realize that for every student in construing the Constitution that
a man who was qualified, was rejected, enrolled, there probably is a are dictated by administrative
-being integrated. Furthermore, he has
and a man who is not qualified may be different reason for attendance convenience and often followed
been accused of being openly hostile to
here.
Foremost among these
confirmed. The ultimate losers are the reasons are: location, money, and by police chiefs. Thus relieved,
Negro and civil rights lawyers who have
the Court can and should strive
past academic accomplishments. to attain its high office of expeople.
appeared before him.
However none of theseareabasis pounder of a Constitution- a
for measuring future success . As dynamic , growing and fundamenpuzzled first year law students it tal body of law adaptable to
is nota . pleasant prospect to hear changing circumstances of life.
alumni, graduating seniors and
"In the 180 years sinceadoption
some second year men enumerate of the Constitution of the United
their past unpleasantexperiences States, practically every modern
at the school and in the legal European nation with a written
The American Judicial system is movfrom our statements, and "take care of profession.
It makes us question
has scrapped it. Many.
ing into an era of crisis. The authority
business". The first step we can take is our decision to forego present constitution
have done so on more than one
of the court to hear a case· is not only
to appoint judges of the highest caliber monetary gains for future occasion. The genius of the
satisfaction and possible American constirutional system
challenged, but sometimes it is prewho will not be blinded by haked pre- personal
deferred rewards.
is that we have accomplished
vented from proceeding. As students of
judice, but rather conduct themselves
On the other handJ there are with a written instrument what
the law, our reaction to events and the
with the proper judicial temperament. those who seem intent on the British have achieved with an
cast of characters as they move across
We must re-examine our whole sys- improving the schooi and its unwritten one. The process of
administration. We have seen the
the American scene is mixed and often
tem of criminal justice. Does the court creation of an ongoing and viable bending without breaking cannot
be attributed solely to a baker's
contradictory. We are dismayed by what
have too wide a discretion in handing Student Bar Association, the dozen amendments to our Conwe see, and frustrated by the f~ct that
down contempt citations? Should there continued successes of the crit- stitution (the Bill of Rights ,
ically a cclaimed NEW YORK LAW
change comes extremely slowly. We
be a trial by jury on all contempt cita- FORUM, a very successful coinciding with ratification of the
basic charter). Survival of our
express anger at one party or the other,
tions before an impartial judge? What although new student newspaper, Constitution in no small way is
and yet are sympathetic to a judge who
steps, other than contempt citations, EQUITAS and a well organized due to the prodigious exertions
chapter of Phi Delta Phi national of a hundred men, quick and
should ·the court be permitted to take, legal
must control the court, or a defendant
fraternity . Many of the dead, who as members of the
within the bounds of · constitutional members of these organizations Supreme Court have interpreted
who sees only repression around him.
We should be fully cognizant of the
rights, which can quell disruption, yet have been offered very pres- its provisions in the light of
tigious positions on Wall Street. changing times and circumstannot exacerbate further an already diffi- in
fact that grave weaknesses exist ·in our
government and in various ces. Certainly, conspicuous in
cult situation? Are our juries really im- servic e agencies .
criminal courts, and we should be comthe continued vigor of our feder a l
partial, or are classes and races of our Being pragmatic, cr edence m ust sys tern are the prudent and promitted to their resolution.
be given to some of the less phetic provisions c ontained i n the
citizens still excluded therefrom? How favorable
The weaknesses of the system will
stories we have heard Bill of Rights. These provifar can the advocate go in pleading his concerning the school but in so sions
not be cured, however, by making the
must function not as law
client's case before he is in contempt? doing we must try not to lose in the books but as law in action
trial impossible to proceed . If disthe entire picture.
We are if the quality of American life
Should the government or the courts purposely
ruptions become common place then
here to study law in is not to be sacrificed."
get involved in cases that are essentially order to attain some future goal. Mr. Mackell's appearance was
the guaranty of a fair trial is no longer
political? And the answer to that de- Purportedly we are he r e because made possible by the Student
a possible goal. And if we lose the
we want to be and we are here Bar Association with the help of
pends on whether or not a "political" at
right to a fair trial, then repression must
the beginning of a new admin- Professor Koffler.

INSENSITIVITY AND MEDIOCRITY

Mackell Urges
Agreement

DISRUPTIONS IN THE COURT

follow. Defendants who believe that
they are being discriminated again~t
must resort to the appellate courts for
a redress of any errors. Preventing the
court from discharging its duty will
only be counter-productive. Defendants
who engage in such activities not only
prejudice their own case-, but also polarize whatever rational voices exist so
that reform becomes lost somewhere in
the rhetoric. Sometimes it will take
great self control on the part of attorneys and defendants to follow this.
If they fail to exercise their discretion,
they not only affront the dignity of the
court, but lose their own dignity in the
process.
There are no easy solutions to the
prqblems confronting us, but one may
be found more readily if we can strip
away the rhetoric and emotionalism

trial is merely a sophisticated means of
repression. And even in a more basic
sense, we must ask. ourselves if, as it
exists today, we really have a system
of criminal justice or whether what we
believe it to be has lost its relation to
reality.

We do not pretend to have the answers to these questions. But the answers must be found; and not tomorrow, but now. It makes no sense to
argue that the American court system is
the best the world has seen, and therefore should be above attack or criticism.
If it is truly an equitable system of justice, then it should be able to survive
criticism and attack, and even more,
realize its short: comings and act to re·
move them. Anything less is unaccept·
able.

EQ$AS
STUDENT NEWSPAPER OF NEW YORK
LAW SCHOOL
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A.B.A.

BY CHARLES ADLER
Between the writing of this article and its publication in Equitas,
a course and faculty evaluation questionnaire will have been circulated in the law school. The potential impact of this on the future
progress of New York Law School can not be overstressed.
Fundamentally all factions of the law school community are seeking
the same goal; the finest possible legal education within a framework
of personal and professional maturatiOn. Traditionally, the means of
achieving this have been left exclusively in the creanve hands of the
faculty and the administration.
Times are changing and while cepted by the school but only
not all change is good yet we that the administration enthusmust not be afraid to adopt what iastically examine the survey in
is positive. Modern American search for the truth. And when
society is becoming consumer the truth is found I hope it will
oriented. Consumers are now be accepted whether convenient
recognized as having an interest, or not.
It appears to me that the most
indeed, a legal right to be heard
as part of the economic system. urgent problems do not involve
The days ol caveat emptor are fundamental differences between
gone. We, the students consume administration and students but
the product of a legal education. are the result of conditions
Sometimes consumers know beti- which no one would justify but
ter than the producers when a which have been either overlooked
product is good and when it is or tolerated by the school. Cernot. For the first time we the tainly no one would defend the
consumers have an opportunity continuation of a professor who
to formally and analytically e- was incompetent or indifferent.
valuate that product. How fairly Surprisingly enough. there is not
and responsibly we do this will even ~reat disagr~;ment "as to
be an evaluation of ourselves. what 'incompetent or mdifThis questionnaire comes not ferent" means. The main problem
from the school which is perhaps has been that the only people who
unfortunate, but from the students know what the professor does or
themselves. I sincerely hope that does not do are the students and
until now their opinion was of
it will end there.
I implore the administration and little concern to the administration who are the only people who
faculty not to take it lightly.
do not propose that all or any control faculty appointments. How
of the recommendation!: be ac- can a true evaluation be made by

BY ANTHONY RIGGIO

CHARLES ADLER
observation in an artificial environment. We all remember the
dramatic changes that classes
underwent when Dean Rafalko sat
in the back of the room.
I do not suggest that students
will have the solutions . but at
least I think they will be more
honest in pointing out the problems. If the administration is
willing to take a good look at our
school .using the results of the
questionnaire as a guide and the'1
to sit down with students to seek
possible alternatives . we will
have come a long way; if not... .
I would like to thank those who
worked on the Student Evaluation
Questionnaire namely: Barry Simonts, Chairman; Jeff Yorke;
Bruce Pitman: Martin Mintz;
Harold Katz and Marvin Kramer.

FRATERNITY PRESIDENT---:------.,

PHI DELTA PHI
BY KENNETH ZEBROWSKI
The purpose of a law school is to train its students to become
competent members of the legal profession. Is a grading system
which places its major enphasis on a student's ability to take exams
under stress the proper way to gauge his progress and overall competence in the law? I think not!
I can not fathom how an atmosphere of constant tension and trauma
is conducive to the learning process. No method or system can continue to be relevant unless it is constantly re-evaluated and constructively criticized. It is my contention that the grading and testing
systems at this and other law
schools sorely needs such a crit- addition, one is expected to write
ique. A complete overhaul is a like number of c_oncise abnecessary from top to bottom stracts of these cases before
I find it impossible to under- they are covered in class.
The plain fact is that few if
stand how a law school dean,
faculty member or administra- any, of the students manage to
tor can defend the present testing accomplish this task. My question
and grading systems. The archaic then is, Why this fetish with
method of attempting to measure writing briefs? The time could
a student's understanding in a be better spent reading collateral
particular area by giving him one material (e.g. hornbooks) andrelaw exam at the end of a school searching troublesome points.
The sheer physical efforts and
year is ludicrous.
All too often marks in any par- time spent writing works to diticular subject show no relation minish the students' motivation
to the effort expended. Yet this to do any independent research.
Every ·law student is told that
is understandable, in fact, it is
inevitable under the current sys- it is the principle of the case
tem . No student can possibly that is important because seldom ,
remember all the material in a if ever, is there an identical set
particular subject.
of facts. Would it not be more
However with a series of quiz- meaningful for a professor to
zes over the term a student question a student about the prinfrom the results of the quizzes
ciple he thinks the case reprecan discern those areas the pro- sents and then discuss this with
fessor considers particularly im- the class , thereby testing the
portant and deseiYing of em- student's analytical ability, than
phasis. ·what results in test to have him state the facts which
writing under the present system presumably the class has already
is a kind of hili-or-miss form of read.
I, for one am insulted by, and
russian roulette. A series oftests
spaced over the term would refuse to accept the premise that
provide the instructor with a briefing cases is the only way to
better gauge of how the student check that the student is doing his
was progressing in his under- work
A law school is a professional
standing as well as familiarizing the student with what the school and the teaching and learninstructor expects In addition, ing process should be conducted
the student would realize if his on a mature, professional level.
emphasis up to that point had If it canworkinagraduateschool,
then why not here? When a student
been misdirected.
Of course. such a change would is without a brief it proves nothnecessitate abandoning that most ing except sinply that he doesn't
cherished crutch of the law school have a brief. It does not reflect
professor, "the brief". Increased upon his understanding of the law .
classroom dialogue and inter- if the goal of such random selecaction would not be possible from tion is to expose the dullard, I
the point of view of time, while should think it could be a ccomstudents were still being called plished much more easily and
on to recite briefs of the cases . conclusively through the use of
No one can realistically be ex- a lecture and questionandanswer
pected to have the facts down format. This suggestion might
cold for the approxi mately eighty- require more effort on the part
odd cases assigned per course
of instructors than simply sitting
per semester. Yet this is the back and listening to a perfunctOIJ
ostensible requirement and in report on a case but it would

KENNETH ZEBROWSKI
generate more enthusiasm and
incentive all around.
Students at the law school level
are, or should be professionally
motivated to learn as much as
they can about their chosen vocation. If they are not at this
stage conscientious and responsible, no amount of grammar
school discipline is going to
change them. Withanexamination
system utilizing a series of tests
over the term a percentage of
attrition would undoubtedly occur,
but it would be a much more accurate reflection of the ability
and performance of the students .
As it now exists the one-test
system is not only inaccurate.
but it is unjust. The most absurd
aspect of it is the attempt, on the
basis of one exam, to differentiate
students down to one-thousandths
of a point
If law schools are to turn out
the best lawyers, they must ac-

It is rather disturbing to discover that even our humble semblance
of a student democratic government has fallen prey to the evils of
demagoguery. We have in our midst a demagogue. The really incongruous thing about this demogoguery is that it eminates from behind
the mask of the newly discovered "freedom" and "liberalism" etc.
etc. etc.
Students in the past here at New York Law School have worked
very hard to achieve a democratic form of government that would be
the stepping stone to more constructive interactions with the the problems or the injustices
administration. Those students that occur beyond our bailiwick.
devoted precious time to write a
It becomes rather deplorable
student constitution that would be however, that one man can make
acceptable to a formerly "tradi- it seem that the S.B.A. is suption" oriented administration. porting him when he conducts
After about two years from the behind the scenes expositories
planning stages to the point of with the administration and prosubmitting the finished work to
the administration and final approval by the student body, our
school achieved a limited but
workable plan for studentgovernment. Like most democratic
"plans" it provided for representatives and administrators
Unfortunately the administrators
had to be selected from those
elected to represent, but this
was the way the constitution was
ratified and this is the way it
stands. Notwithstanding this limitation there was still provision
for what seemed at the time. a
democratic procedure foradminANTHONY RIGGIO
istration - but don't you believe
it.
poses outlandish and unauthorized
Policy is supposed to be deter- ideas without polling studentsenmined by the executive council timent or even discussing it with.
of the Student Bar Association the executive council.
,
after careful analysis of the whole
Equally deplorable is the use of
picture with each member voicing a column in Equitas, designated
his opinion as towhattheS.B.A.'s for disseminating information aattitude should be and a voting bout S.B.A. activities into an
thereon.
editorial which does not really
In so far as the S.B.A. is still concern itself with the S.B.A.'s
in its infant stages it seems fairly continued existence butbespeaks
sensible that our stream of con- of man's inhumanity to man and
centration should be directed in- expounds all the tautologies that
ward so that we may improve and many of our contemporary
perfect our own machinery: out- pseudo-politicos offer. But the
ward and external misdirection purpose here is not to criticize
can only mean collapse from with- content but rather tovoice abhorin. We are just not ready or rence to a clear "shanghaiing"
equipped to deal with the problems of student approval of "My l.ai" or the "Chicago 8"
When someone uses his position
which are important but not ne- to expound his own personal philcessarily to the exclusion of per- osophies he should do so on his
tinent school matters. The reason own time through his own vehicle
being that first, our information of communication. By doing
is limited and second by so in- otherwise he is tacitly saying
volving ourselves with these "su- by virtue of his office that the
perflous" problems we lose sight S.B.'\.. acquiesces to his point
of our primary objective for-being of view.
here. to wit, obtaining a legal
education. However if in the process of obtaining this legal education we can develop a little bit of
political savy. knowledge of parKIRTLAND J. KEVE has been
liamentary procedure and a sense promoted to Senior Vice Presof responsible involvement, this ident of Equity Services. Inc.
is fine. butwacan'texpectto solve Mr Keve is a native of New
York City a graduate of Brown
tively seek the best system by University and New York U1w
which to develop them. Coll8is- School. and practiced law in New
tency and rigid adherrence to York before entering the Life
past practice when pursued sole- Insurance business. Mr Keve
ly for its own sake is simply the remains active in various combadge of a closed.-mind remunity and professional associaactionary mentality. Constructive tions.
change is to be sought, notavoided. The law schools must reMATTHEW F. HOGAN, a 1968
evaluate their educational criteria, because if they cling dog- New York Law School grad has
matically to methods and tradi- been elected an assistant vice
tions which are no longer rele- president of Johnson & Higgins .
vant they will" condemn them- the international finn of insurselves to a self-perpetuating ance brokers and employee benefit plan consultants.
cycle of inferior education.
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Faculty Profile:

Professor Louis E. Schwartz
In a period in which devoted
trial lawyers are becoming fewer
and the ability to try a case
is generally thought to come only
from actual experience, New York
l&w School is fortunate to have
Professor Louis E. Schwartz on
its teaching staff.
Professor Scnwartz first became interested in advocacy
while a law student. He had
come to reallze that the trainlng
which he was receiving was
inadequate and he feared thE
possibility of having to try a
case.
Professor Schwartz began to
study the printedappelate records
in Brooklyn's law Ubraryinorder
to discover the reasoning behind
an attorney's questioning. This
effort culminated in ..Trial of
Automobile Accident Cases. "
which was published by Matthew
Bender and Company in 1928.
By teaching lawyers how to try
cases, Professor Schwartz realized that the best method of
learning to try a case was by
haVing the student actively participate in a simulated courtroom
enVironment.
To achieve this
objective. Professor Schwartz
developed a series of records
called the "Electronic-court."
1b1s eonsisted of a record and
pamphlet containing the law for
the guidance of the instructor.
The records were arranged
according to the different types
of trials and the differentsubjects
of evidence.
This was ohly the beginning of
many years of work and ten law
schools affiliated with this program.
Tapes followed the
records. and at the present time
cassettes are being used.
The complete course c;:overs
three semesters. In the first
semester each student participates in the selection of a
jury and in the direct examination
of tbe plaintiff Advoe&cy U in
the second semester continues the
trial of the same case andcovers
the
direct
examination of
plaintiff's witnesses. Advoe&cy
m concludes the trial and deals

in the process, have absorbed a
considerable amount Qf substantive law."
Professor Schwartz belleves
the curriculum of three semesters of Advocacy, two semesters
of Evidence and thelastsemester
of "Trials and Appeals" gives
the student a good base for
advocacy
by allowing him
to develop his skill from the
beginning of law school until
graduation.
While Professor Schwartz is
gratified andproudoftheachievements and acknowledgments of
his students he hopes that other
schools will begin to adopt similar
methods of education. He looks
forward to the day when all law
students will be able to participate
in trial practice court competition
both within our schoolandagainst
neighboring schools. He feels
that our students would do well
PROFESSOR SCHWARTZ
in such contests because our
curriculum covers a great deal
with the defendant's case. cross- of courtroom experience.
examination of witnesses and
summation.
Students read teXtual material.
listen to the tapes make tentative
rulings on worksheets and listen
to a commentary fcrr the correct
ruling. Workshop exercises are
written or taped and then brought
to class for discussion and
criticism. These methods ar~
used together with Professor
Schwartz' Electronic Objector,
which trains students to object
quickly as if under courtroom
fire by recording their reactions
as they register an objection.
Former Dean Illniel Gutman
spoke of Professor Schwartz'
work and elWecially of the
..Objector" by stating: "The
Gw«J:r~
objector has proven particularly
"Here
check
this
over
and
effective in bringing the courtroom into the classroom. It see if I've got grounds to sue
simulates courtroom procedure, for defamation of character."
w11h students acting as adversaries to an attorney in tape
recorded trials. Students who
NAKED TRUTH
participate in the practical
The most disappointed people
problems of trial work arebetter in the world are those- who get
prepared to assume the responsibilities of a trial advocate and, what's coming to them.

IJ Neighbors

Professor Schwartz is seen in class with two students using his
"objector". The model now in use is the latest in a series of
electronic aids designed to assist in preparing students for trial
work.

If Professor Koffler Had
Written Romeo And Juliet
by GEORGE FARKAS
A comes from a family which hates the family 8 comes from.
A meets 8 on the street. A fight ensues in which 8 is killed. A
flees.
C comes from the family which A's family hates. A ,,
however loves C. Many words of affection pass between A and C.
A is known to make nocturnal and clandestine visits to C's
balcony. As a result, their passion grows to the point where they
decide to elope and marry. They are both under age. D, a friend
of A tells him he is crazy. E, a nurse to C helps the two elope.
F, the priest, performs the marriage without the consent of the
parents. The aforementioned characters, with the exception of 8 ,
who is dead, all plot to somehow get the two youngsters together
after A is forced to flee as a consequence of the constabulary
being on his tail for the aforementioned death of B. F hides A
from the authorities.
Meanwhile F arranges for C to take a
potion which will simulate death, and thus have her reunited with
A. A is not aware of this plan. However, D runs off to tell him
about it but he is waylaid and cannot get word to A. A hears
that C is dead and being buried. A rushes to the cemetery where
he sees his "dead" wife (C) whereupon he kills himself. After C
awakens, she kills herself. They are buried side by side, as the
heads of the two opposite families walk side by side whispering
profanities and obscenities to one another.
What tort actions may arise as a result of the foregoing?
Against and for whom may they be maintained? Explain fully.
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NEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
Tenth Annual Dean's Day
Alumni Homecoming
Saturday, April 11, 1970
9:30A.M.- 5:00P.M.
At the
New York Statler-Hilton Hotel
7th Av~nue & 33rd Street, New York City
Distinguished Alumnus Award will be presented to HON. DARWIN W. TELESFORD,
Justice of the Supreme Court, State of New York, at the luncheon program
at 12:30 P.M.
Registration: 9:30- 10:00 A.M.
Morning Panel Sessions
10:00 A.M. - 12:30 P.M.
SECURITIES REGISTRATIONS

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

Some Practical Aspects of a Primary Public Offering.
Moderator:

Panelists:

Hon. Louis J. Capozzoli,
Justice, Appellate Division,
Supreme Court, State of N.Y.,
First Department
Hon. Harry B. Frank
Justice of Supreme Court, State
of New York, First Department
Charles Kramer, Esq., Author
and Lecturer, Partner, Kramer
& Dillof, N.Y.C.

Moderator: Murray T. Koven, Esq.,'38, Partner, Lubell & Koven, N.Y.C.
Panelists: Rosser Scott Reeves III, Managing Partner, Bacon, Stevenson
& Reeves, N.Y.C., Members of N.Y. Stock Exchange and American
Stock Exchange.
W.B. Hufferd, C.P.A., Partner, Ernst & Ernst, N.Y.C.
Barry C. Maloney, Esq., Attorney Examiner, Securities & Exchange
Commission, Division of Corporate Finance, Washington, D.C.
Martin Baron, Esq.,'51, White & Case, N.Y.C., formerly Assistant
Attorney General, State of New York

Robert J. Bell, Esq., Lecturer,
Partner, Martin, Clearwater &
Bell, N.Y.C.

R. Anthony Zeiger, Esq., Partner, Cahill Gordon Sennett Reindel
& Ohl, N. Y.C.

Afternoon Panel Session
2:00- 5:00P.M.
LITIGATION INVOLVING DECEDENTS' ESTATES
Moderator: Prof. Joseph T. Arenson, New York Law School, Counsel to Public Administrator, New York County;
Author of "Recent Significant Legislation Affecting New York Law of Trusts and Estates"; Co-Author
of forthcoming "New York Civil Practice Surrogates' Court Procedure Act".
Panelists:

Hon. Joseph A. Cox, former Surrogate, New York County; Vice-Chairman of State Commission on
Estates; Co-author of forthcoming "New York Civil Practice Surrogates' Court Procedure Act".
Hon. S. Samuel DiFalco, Surrogate, New York County; former Commissioner, State Commission on
Estates.
Hon. John M. Keane, Surrogate, Broome County; former Commissioner, State Commission on Estates.
Hon. John L. Ostrander, Surrogate, Saratoga County; former Commissioner, State Commission on
Estates.
Hon. Nathan R. Sobel, Surrogate, Kings County; former New York State Supreme Court Justice.
Hon. John J. McCall, Surrogate, Albany County; acting New York State Supreme Court Justice.

Information Concerning Reservations:
Registration fee for attorneys and alumni- $10.
Registration fee for students of New York Law School - $3.
Checks should be made payable to New York Law School Alumni Association and mailed to Sylvia D. Garland,
Dean's Day Chairman, Supreme Court Chambers, P. 0. Box 563, Smithtown, N. Y. 11787. Your early mailing
will facilitate arrangements for accommodations.
Those students who are unable to attend the luncheon are urged to attend the panel sessions without charge.
Faculty members of New York Law School are invited to attend as guests of the Alumni Association.
Your attendance will afford you the opportunity to participate in discussions following each panel session and meet
many distinguished jurists and members of the bar.
DEAN'S DAY ALUMNI HOMECOMING COMMITTEE
Joseph F. Periconi, '41, President, Alumni Association
Sylvia Garland, '60, Chairman
Martin Baron
Benjamin Botner
Mary E. Cerbone
David A. Ferdinand
Murray T. Koven

'51
'29
'59
'38
'38
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J Clinical Legal Education &A Better Lawyer

Se....er, C. Zachary. New Jersey law, with forms. New York,
M. Bender, cl948- 5 v. (loose-leaf).
sL:ective service law reporter. Washington, D.C., P •lblic Law
Education Institute, cl968- 2 v. (loose-leaf).
Kennelly, John J. Litigation and trial of air crash cases.
Mundelein, Ill., Callaghan & co., cl968- 2 v. (loose-leaf).
Leichter, Henry 0. Civil motion practice; New York and federal.
Vol. 1. New York, Clark Boardman Co., 1969. (loose-leaf).
Bassiouni, M. Cherif. Criminal law and its processes; the law of
public qrder. Springfield, Ill., C. C. Thomas, cl969.
ASG series in student rights and responsibilities. Vol. 1: articles
on the relationship of the student to the university and on
procedural due process. James W. Blair, ed. Associated Student
Governments of the U. S. A., cl968.
Farmer, Robert A. The rights of the mentally ilL New York,
Arco Publishing Co., Cl967.
Valentine, Charles A. Culture and poverty; critique and counterproposals. Chicago, University of Chicago Press, cl968.
Rothstein, Paul F. Evidence in a nutshell. St. Paul, West
Publishing Co., 1970. (Nutshell series).
Burton, Harold Hitz. The occasional papers of Mr. Justice
Burton. Edward G. Hudon, ed. Brunswick, Me., Bowdoin
College, 1969.
Frank, John P. American law; the case for radical reform. New
York, Macmillan Co., cl969.
West, Donald J. The young offender. New York, International
Universities Press, 1967.

BY STEVEN l. MECHANIC, Council On legal Education For Professional Responsibility

Legal educators migh• .ake a
Legal education until 1950 or done and should be done. but we
thereabouts was for all intents can do no more within the frame- lesson from the medic· :>rofesand purposes, a book education. work of our present system. Most sion which allows twc iars for
The trial lawyer was deemed a bar examiners and evaluation the study of subslantive science
gifted man and the training of a committees still mainlain that and medicine and two years for
lawyer was aimed at the sub• a legal education should be an clinical work and the developstantive law and a basic acquain- academic one as opposed to what ment of technique. When a lawyer
tance with procedure and prac- they derogatorily refer to as a is admitted to practice he for
tice. In this system of legal ~ "trade school" education. They the first time begins to learn
cation. there was a very basic are loathe to accept the fact what the practice of law is all
oversight. A sb.ldent with a mind that the law is a field which about. It is my contention that
for application and analysis and requires functional training and this is a serious defect and rewith some gift of instant recall that this training cannot be given sponsibility for it rests with the
law school community.
could be a very tine law student. in a classroom alone.
but when he graduated fromlaw
school and was admitted to the
bar to practice he found that he
bad three fundamental problems:
(1) He was not able to deal on
the personal level with a client
as a lawyer should be able to do
(2) He was not acquainted with
the rigors and professional standards of his vocation (3) He was
not sufficiently familiar with the
community in which he was to
practice.
The answer to part of this problem bas been to give the law
sb.ident "a lawyer-like experience". lt is a generally acShaw, Clifford R. and McKay, Henry D. Juvenile delinquency
cepted truth that a sb.ident learns
and urban areas. Rev. ed. Chicago, University of Chicago
more by doing than by reading
P"ress, 1969.
from a text. It is the function of
Opposite Phone Co. and Esso Station
a lawyer to be able to think on
Suttles, Gerald D. The social order of the slum; ethnicity and
his feet and conduct himself in
territory in the inner city. Chicago, University of Chicago
a
professionally responsible
Press, 1968. (Studies of urban society).
manner. Competence cannot be
American Law Institute. Study of the division of jurisdiction
taught from a book nor probetween state and federal courts, as adopted and promulgated
fessionalism from a mere list
by the Institute at Washington, D.C., May 18, 1965 and May
of sterile, pedestrian canons. To
my mind. a student given the
21-22, 1968. American Law Institute, cl969.
opportunity to perform in the
Miller, ':harles A. The Supreme court and the uses of history.
field develops the three greatest
Cambndge, Mass., Belknap Press of Harvard University Press
attributes of an attorney: com1969.
,
~
petence, professionalism and eth·
Choice of Sandwich
Choice of Juice
Schubert, Glendon, ed. Di$passionate justice; a synthesis of the
ics and independence. He is
A
trained in the field not to be a
judicial opinions of Robert H. Jackson. Indianapolis, Hobbslegal
academician,
but
a
lawyer
Merrill Co., cl969.
Choice of
Beverage
ready to function in the comStem, Robert L. and Gressman, Eugene. Supreme court practice.
munity.
Delicious Dessert
4th ed. Washington, D.C., Bureau of National Affairs, 1969.
In dealing with law schools and
Dolan, John E. Bills of particulars in New York. Amityville,
legal educators we find a lack
N.Y., Acme Law Book Co., 1969. (loose-leaf).
of clarity about what constib.ltes
a clinical ~tion. One would
Jeffery, Clarence R. Criminal responsibility and mental disease.
expect this to be so. The field
Springfield, Ill., C.C. Thomas, cl967.
is still new and in its expertmenlal slages. One thing though is
certain; a clinical legal education
should have the lawyer client relationship included in its proPlease contact me for job opportunities for students at
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
gram. Even if a legal education
New York Law School.
is deemed to be an education in
cused after having apologized to 'Ibat, in essence, is tbeform.ula." the law as opposed· to an educaHerschel Katz, ll-D, is a New
lhe coUrt.
Full timeYork Law School student who tion of the technique and practice
of
the
law
it
remains
necessary
1
Part timeOn Wednesday, February 25, clerks for LE:fcourt, Garfinkle.
to provide this kind of exposure.
Murlagh declared the bearing in- Crain. Cohn. Sandler and Lef- for the law and legal process indefinitely suspended. He slated court. also referred to as "the evitably include the protection
Name: ------------------------------------dlat he would entertain no mo- law commune," a firm which and assertion of individual rights
Firm:
handles
for
free,
cases
it
contion to resume unless it was
and the correlative enforcement
accampanied by written assur- siders political. Three of the of individual responsibility.
Address:
ances, signed by all of the ~ "commune's" attorneys are acClinical legal education thus
fendants, dlat lhey would show tively involved in the defense of performs two co-existing funcCommenting on
respect for the court. Murlagh the Panthers.
tions. lt develops the law sb.ident
also announced that he bad found the disruptions in 'the courtroom, into a functioning lawyer an~so
Tel:
a 'formula' for maintaining or- Katz slated that the defendants far as society is concernea. it
der in the court dlat would not "feel that a political case cannot provides the sorely needed sersacrifice the rights of the acc- be tried within thepresentAmer- vices which only law students
Send to: Placement Service
used. The )ldge would not sac- ican political system. They feel and their professors can proNew York Law School
they
are
being
tried
for
their
rifice the rights of the accused.
vide in the great mass of indiThe )ldge seated that if the "for- political beliefs anc:l view the vidual cases involving the "little
57 Worth Street
mula, proves to be effective1 it Chicago trial and their own trial man". The law sb.ident thus beNew York, N. Y. 10013
will be in large measure be- as attempts to stifle completely comes a mover of social forces
Telephone:
(212) 966-3500 ext. 41
any
views,
positions.
or
beliefs
cause of its utter simplicity.
even before he enters tile proThe court declares these bear- which are in opposition to the fession officially. The law sb.ident
ings to be recessed indefinitely. present system."
is placed in a strategic position
whereby he can devote his talents EQUITAS
Non-Profit Ory.
to obtaining justice for the inNew York Law School
dividual.
U.S. POSTAGE
57 Worth Street
There are three basic elements
PAID
New York, New York 10013
in a good clinical program: field
In order to receive an application for your
New York, N.Y.
work. class work and supervision.
(address correction requested)
"JURIS DO~TORATE DEGREE," and/or
Permit No. 9934
The field work is essential since
membership
-the Alumni Association
one of the basic goals of clinical
please fill out this lorm.
'
education is to bring the student
into the real world and place
G
him in the lawyel'-Client context;
MAIL TO: STUDENT BAR ASSOCIATION
1be
classroom
component
proNEW YORK LAW SCHOOL
vides a prior orientation for the
57 Worth Street
!student and subsequent discussion
New York, New York 10013
:on reflections from the field to
lmake the field component more
meaningful. Supervision is essenI would like an application for a Juris Doctorate Degree. [ 1
tial. We must remember that
clinical education, though a funcI would like an application for membership in the
tional process. is still a learning
Green Sheet
process and a sb.ident will often
Alumni Aaoc:iation. [ 1
Univ. of Washington Law
be faced with problems that he
Year Graduated .. . .......... .
is not able to Iackie alone.
17th Avenue , N. E.
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·It is not my intention to slate
that my brief suggestions herein
proposed are a complete analysis
of clinical legal educatioiL. Clearly . more experimentation can be

Seattle, Wash.

98 105

